This paper considers a wireless sensor network (WSN) for locating a static target or tracking a dynamic target, which is prior characterized by a Gaussian mixture (GM) distribution. An amplify-and-forward relay node is acting as a wireless bridge in relaying the sensor's independent observations of the target to a fusion center (FC). We are concerned with the joint transmitter power allocation for the sensors and relay to optimize the Bayesian filter, which is deployed at the FC for a global estimate of the target. The mean squared error (MSE) of the Bayesian filter is already computationally intractable for fixed sensor and relay transmitter power, so power allocation to minimize its mean squared error is a very challenging problem. In this paper, the problem is addressed by an iterative procedure of very low computational complexity. Simulations are provided to support the efficiency of our proposed power allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which consist of spatially distributed wireless sensors, play a key role in many applications such as process monitoring in industrial plants, navigational and guidance systems, radar tracking, sonar ranging, environment monitoring, battlefield surveillance, health care and Internet of Things (IoT) [1] - [12] . Each sensor in the network often operates in an amplify-and-forward mode [13] , [14] in delivering its local observation on a target to a central system, known as the fusion center (FC). The FC filters these local observations for a global estimate of the target. The sensors may be linear or nonlinear depending upon their input-output relations. For instance, the ranging and/or bearing sensors [4] for target localization and tracking are nonlinear. The target is often assumed to be prior Gaussian in linear models, in which case the Bayesian filter is defined via the first and second order statistical moments of the jointly Gaussian distributed source and observation [15, p. 155] . As the sensors are limited by energy resources, sensor transmitter power allocation in linear sensor networks (LSNs) via minimizing estimate distortion at the FC for scalar Gaussian targets has been a subject of considerable interest [16] - [21] . Provided that the target is prior characterized by a Gaussian random variable, our previous work [22] derived a tractable semidefinite program (SDP) for sensor power allocation in both LSNs and nonlinear sensor networks (NSNs). The SDP allows the FC to determine the best linear estimate in terms of the mean squared error (MSE) irrespective of targets that are scalar or vector, static or dynamic. The wireless communication channels between the sensors and FC have been assumed strong enough in all aforementioned works to compensate the sensors' low transmitter power. As all wireless channels suffer the common impairments such as path-loss, shadowing and small-scale fading, this assumption implicitly implies that the sensors must be in a good position relative to the FC, which is not always possible. It is known that wireless relay nodes can be deployed to act as wireless bridges to effectively assist the communication between the sensors and the FC. Multi-hop communication/relaying has been accepted as a standard to provide high capacity coverage area in next generation wireless broadband systems [23] . However, the relaying techniques for wireless transmission have not been explored in wireless sensor networks. Meanwhile, Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) have been widely acknowledged as a better means than Gaussian models in characterizing the target priors since they offer more useful information [24] . Indeed, GMMs have been shown to provide powerful tools in signal processing (see e.g. [25] - [27] and references therein). However, Bayesian filters for Gaussian mixture targets 1 already causes computational intractability in linear models, simply because there is no closed-form of the MSE function. A particular problem has been addressed in [27] by stochastic programming.
In this paper we will address the joint sensor and relay power allocation to optimize Bayesian filters in estimating static or dynamic targets with Gaussian mixture prior knowledge by LSNs or NSNs, which non-trivially changes the nature of the power allocation and requires a different approach to the solution. To the authors's best knowledge, this problem has not been considered in the literature. Our contribution is to show that this computationally intractable problem can be addressed by an iterative scalable procedure of very low computational complexity, which converges to a stationary point after only a few iterations. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II is devoted to a general sensor and relay power allocation to optimize the Bayes filter and its computational procedure. Its applications to stationary Gaussian mixture target localization by LSNs and NSNs are presented in Section III. Section IV presents the applications to Kalman filtering for tracking a dynamic Gaussian mixture target by LSNs and NSNs. Section V concludes the paper. To make the paper self-contained we also provide in Appendix A some fundamental facts on Gaussian mixture with new matrix inequalities, which play an important role in our algorithmic developments.
Notation. Bold lower-case and upper-case symbols are used to represent vectors and matrices, respectively. By
is a diagonal matrix with ordered diagonal entries a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N , which may be scalars or matrices. The trace of a square matrix A is expressed by Trace(A). E[.] is the expectation operator. X ∼ p X (.) is referred to a random variable (RV) X with probability density function (PDF) p X (.). m X is its
X|Y is a random variable X restricted by a realization of the conditioning random variable Y and accordingly X|Y = y is a random variable restricted by the value
is a Gaussian distribution so X ∼ N (.; m X , C X ) means that X is Gaussian random variable (RV) with expectation m X and covariance C X .
II. JOINT GMM RELAYED EQUATIONS
In statistical signal processing, detection and estimation of an object is based on the knowledge of its statistics along with noisy observations [15] . We start the section by introducing the following joint GMM for the N -dimensional target X and M -sensor noisy observation Y
with λ i > 0,
Chapter III], [22] , [28] ) that almost all results for Gaussian target estimation are based on the derivation of the joint Gaussian distribution of the target and its observation. We will see later in the present paper that the joint GM distribution (1) facilitates unified framework for Bayesian and Kalman filters in both linear and nonlinear models. For the reader's convenience, we provide in Appendix A the minimum background on GMMs with some new results, which motivates our development in this paper. In accordance to GMM (1), X is a Gaussian mixture (GM)
. The sensor observations are instantaneously sampled value y = (y 1 , y 2 , ...,
where
As illustrated by Figure 1 , the sensors send these observations y j to the relay over wireless time-orthogonal communication channels [16] . The analog signals received at the relay can thus be written as
where h jR is the channel gain between sensor j and the relay, w jR is a corrupt noise, which can be assumed white with power σ jR and independent from y j , and √ α j controls the transmitter power
... According to Figure 1 , the relay will then amplify these received signals z jR to power level β j before forwarding them to the FC over wireless time-orthogonal communication channels so the analog signals received at the FC are
where h jD is the channel gain between the relay and the FC, w jD is the background noise at the FC, which can be assumed to be noise with power σ jD and independent from z jR . Accordingly,
is white noise with power σ jR h jD β j /(h jR E[||y j || 2 ]α j + σ jR ) + σ jD . The power levels β j are constrained by the relay power budget P R , defined as
Thus, the signals received at the FC can be written in a vector form by
where H α,β ∈ R M ×M is defined by
, and the total noise W α,β ∼ N (.; 0, C α,β ) with diagonal matrix
Based on the joint GM (1) for the target X and sensor noisy observation Y and the output equation (7) for relayed observation Z, one can write the joint distribution of the target X and its relayed observations Z at FC as
The Bayesian estimatex(z) based on FC output Z = z iŝ
with the mean squared error
(see (66)-(67) in the Appendix A). By defining
where E z is the expectation with respect to random variable z, the joint sensor and relay power allocation to minimize the mean squared error of Bayesian filtering is formulated by
Unfortunately, there is no closed-form for function g(α α α, β β β), making the optimization (15) computationally intractable. We now use a surrogate function for g(α α α, β β β) such that the optimization for the former leads to the optimization for the latter. It follows from Theorem 3 in the Appendix A that
is the minimum MSE (MMSE) by linear estimator for X [28] . Therefore, it is true that g(α α α, β β β) ≤ Trace(C lmse (α α α, β β β)) ∀ α α α, β β β and we seek a suboptimal solution of the computationally intractable optimization problem (15) by solving its following majorant minimization 2 min α α α>0,β β β>0
Being closed-form, the objective function Trace(C lmse (α α α, β β β)) is easily computed for every (α α α, β β β). However, its optimization is still difficult and now we develop its computational solution. By (17) , (18) is equivalent to the following program min α α α>0,β β β>0
for ϕ(α α α, β β β) (4), (6) we process the following successive approximations. Define
Theorem 1: The following inequalities hold true for all α α α > 0 and β β β > 0,
because the first term is obviously linear while the second term is convex [30, Appendix C] . Therefore, for all φ φ φ > 0 and φ φ φ (κ) > 0, it is true that [31] 
The inequality (21) is obtained by
Thus function ϕ (κ) is a convex majorant of the highly nonconvex function ϕ. Accordingly, we consider the following majorant minimization
is feasible for (4), (6), the optimal solution (α α α (κ+1) , β β β (κ+1) ) of the convex program (24) is a feasible point for the nonconvex program (19) , which is better than (α α α (κ) , β β β (κ) ), i.e.
Proof. Note that the convex function ϕ (κ) agrees with the nonconvex function ϕ at (α α α (κ) , β β β (κ) ), which is also feasible for (4), (6) . Therefore
showing (25).
We now show that the convex program (24) admits the optimal solution in closed-form. Indeed, (24) boils down to
By using the Lagrangian multiplier method, it can be shown that the optimal α j and β j are the unique positive roots of the following compressed cubic equations
where λ T > 0 and λ R > 0 such that α j and β j satisfy the power constraints (4) and (6) at equality sign. Accordingly, 3
Algorithm 1 Fast iterative procedure for two-hop (2H) power allocation 1: Initialize κ := 0 and (α α α (0) , β β β (0) ) feasible to (4) and (6). 2: repeat Generate a feasible solution (α α α (κ+1) , β β β (κ+1) ) according to formula (30) and (31) 
for a given tolerance . 4: Extract (α * , β * ) = (α α α (κ) , β β β (κ) ) as a suboptimal solution of the computationally intractable problem (15) .
where λ T > 0 and λ R are chosen so that such α j and β j satisfy the power constraints (4) and (6) at equality sign, which can be located by the golden search. Algorithm 1 is a pseudocode for solving the nonconvex optimization problem (19) , which yields a suboptimal solution of the computationally intractable problem (15) . The following result is a consequence of Proposition 1 and [32] . Proposition 2: Algorithm 1 generates a sequence {(α α α (κ) , β β β (κ) )} of improved points, which either stops at a KKT point, or its limit is a KKT point of the nonconvex problem (19) . Proof. We have shown in (25) that {(α α α (κ) , β β β (κ) )} is a sequence of improved points for (19) . Due to the constraints (4) and (6), the convergence of {(α α α (κ) , β β β (κ) )} can be easily shown by using Cauchy's theorem. According to [32] , any limit point of {(α α α (κ) , β β β (κ) )} satisfies the KKT conditions for optimality of (19) .
III. APPLICATIONS TO STATIC TARGET LOCALIZATION
Let us emphasise that the receiver equations (3) and (7) for the relay and FC, and the power budget constraints (4) and (6), are common for sensor networks. In this section we show how linear and nonlinear sensor input-output equations facilitate the joint GM distribution (1) and thus utilize Algorithm 1 for sensor and relay power allocation in locating a GM target.
A. Linear sensor networks
For M linear sensors observing a GM target X ∼
where the noise N s ∼ N (.; 0, R n ) is independent from X.
Here G ∈ R M ×N , so the observation Y is the noisy linear combination of the target X. Then it is obvious that (X, Y ) follows the joint distribution (1) with
We first consider a static target X in a two-dimensional field where the target is positioned at location (X 1 , X 2 ). Specifically X has the following prior probability distribution
i.e. the target can be either located at (0m, 0m), (5m, 5m)m or −(5m, 5m) and uncertainty in its position is characterized by a variance of 1m. 4 The sensor measuring parameter G in (33) is determined by linearizing the following nonlinear ranging and bearing function at the target mean m X
with sensor position (s j,x , s j,y ) T , j = 1, . . . , M . We let the relay and FC be positioned at (100m, 0m) and (200m, 0m) but M = 10 sensors be positioned randomly surrounding the mean m X of the target. The channel gains h jR and h jD are determined according to the freespace path gain [33] h = G t G r (λ/4πd) 2 , with the distance between two ends d, signal wavelength λ and antenna gains G t = 2dB, G r = 5dB. The covariance matrices are defined as R n = R wR = R wD = 0.5I and the sensor transmit power budget varies as P T = 0.1 , = 1, 2, ..., 10 but the relay power budget is fixed at P R = 5. The simulation is validated via N mc = 10000 Monte Carlo channel realizations. To show the viability of our proposed suboptimal solution by Algorithm 1, in Fig. 2 the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) 5 is benchmarked with three other power allocations: (i) the proposed suboptimal power allocation (2H-Algorithm 1); (ii) sensor power allocation in one-hop (1H) communication between the sensors and FC (1H-Algorithm 2), which is based on Algorithm 2 given in Appendix B; and (iii) equal power allocation schemes for one-hop (1H) and two-hop (2H) communication environments (1H and 2H-equal power). Overall, 2H-Algorithm 1 provides the lowest NMSE for all power budgets P T . The average iterations for 2H Algorithm 1 and 1H Algorithm 2 under error tolerance = 10 −3 in the stopping condition are shown in Table I . Additionally Fig. 3 includes two plots. The first plot demonstrates the value of the surrogate function ϕ(α α α (κ) , β β β (κ) ) in (18) , and the second plot shows the corresponding MSE (13) . Of course, from (16) , the improvements of the former and the latter are not necessarily parallel and that's why the optimal solution of the former is only a suboptimal solution of the latter.
B. Nonlinear sensor networks
Rather than using (33) , the input-output equation of a NSN is given as 
Accordingly, 2N + 1 regression points x (r) , r = 0, 1, . . . , 2N are defined by
Clearly,
and thereby transform y (r) := g(x (r) ), r = 0, 1, ..., 2N for approximations
We use nonlinear ranging and bearing functions (36) with sensor position (s j,x , s j,y ) T for g j (x) = (g 1 (x), g 2 (x)) T in (37), while the target is prior characterized by (35) . The simulation environment is the same as that in the previous LSN simulation. Table II shows the average iterations for 2H Algorithm 1 and 1H Algorithm 2. Fig. 4 shows the NMSE curves. Like Fig. 2 , 2H provides a notable difference in dB, especially in lower fixed power budgets.
IV. DYNAMIC TARGET TRACKING BY WSN
In this section, we consider the tracking of a dynamic target, which is moving in a surveillance region. The sensor nodes are distributed geographically to take independent measurements 6 For the SVD (singular value decomposition): C
λr(x (r) ) 2 , it is obvious thatx (r) = √ λrx (r) . For notational simplicity we omit the index i in x r , i.e. rigorously speaking, it should be x (i,r) . of a target's position and send these measurements to the FC via the relay node. These relayed observations are processed at each time step to update and predict the target state. The following set of equations model the considered scenario: is a corrupt noise at relay, and √ α j controls the transmitter power P j = α j ||y k,j || 2 = (C Y k (j, j) + m 2 Y k (j))α j of sensor j to satisfy the fixed sum power budget P T > 0, which is defined similarly to (4) as
Similar to (7) , equation (44) with
represents the signal received at the FC at time k, where h jD is the channel gain between the relay and the FC. Note that
The power levels β j are constrained by the relay power budget P R in (6) . Given the initial information
, the FC iterates at time k = 0, 1, ..., as followings.
• Power constrained filtering. Execute the unscented trans-
, R n and g = g k to write the approximate joint GM distribution
where C
Execute Algorithm 1 to output the suboptimal power allocation (α * k , β * k ) and then update X k|k = X k|k−1 |Z k = z k as i = 1, 2, ..., L,
(50)
• State distribution prediction. Write the joint GM distribution
Thus, the track of X k is x k|k defined by equation (51), while the track of X k by LMMSE estimate is defined by (68) (in Appendix B) with X → X k|k and Y → Z k . 
A. Linear Sensor Networks
where T = 1s is the sampling period. All the sensors are linear, so (42) is
We assume that the initial state of the target is
where m
(1)
X 0|−1 = (50, 50, 0, 0) T , m
X 0|−1 = (−50, −50, 0, 0) T , C (1) and [−30m, 83m], respectively. Overall, all the Algorithms 1 and 2 help track the true path considerably well because the blue line (true track) is hidden by the estimated tracks. This implies the Algorithms can accurately recognize the true track, however at larger distances from the Relay (or FC), 2H Algorithm 1 is more robust in tracking the path of the target, followed by 2H using equal power allocation (2H-EP), 1H and 1H with equal power allocation (1H-EP).
The MSE for the estimated positions is shown in Fig. 6 . In the majority of time steps, the 2H Algorithm 1 has less MSE in comparison to the other methods. Furthermore, it can also be seen that 2H-EP even outperforms both 1H and 1H-EP in most time steps. Thus it can be concluded that 2H completely outperforms 1H for this example. 
B. Nonlinear Sensor Networks
In this example, we study the tracking performance of a manoeuvring target in a region [0m, 150m] × [0m, 150m]. The sensors are distributed geographically over a surveillance region [−150m, 150m] × [−150m, 150m] to take maximum advantage of estimation diversity. The relay and FC are positioned at (200m, 0m) and (400m, 0m), respectively. A coordinated turn model (see e.g. [35] ) characterizes the dynamics of the target. The target kinematic state X k = (p x k ,ṗ x k , p y k ,ṗ y k ) T consists of the target position (p x , p y ) and its velocity (ṗ x ,ṗ y ). The state dynamical model of the target is assumed to be linear Gaussian, which is mathematically expressed by (41) with 
where T is the sampling period and ω is the turn rate of the maneuvering target. The sensor nonlinear measurements include range and bearing information of the vehicle, which is represented by (42) with
, ...,
where (s j,x , s j,y ) is the position of sensor j. The initial state of target is assumed as
X 0|−1 = (10, 5, 10, 5) T , m
X 0|−1 = (20, 5, 30, 5) T , C (i) Fig. 7 shows the two-dimensional motion of a maneuvering target. At k = 1s, the target begins its motions from a position (9m, 11m) at a constant velocity of 5m/s and after 14s performs a counterclockwise turn for 11s at a turn rate of ω = 0.2rad/s. It then takes a clockwise turn after 25s with a turn rate of ω = −0.1rad/s until it reaches its final position at (110m, 125m). The 2H Algorithm estimates the true path of the target very accurately in comparison to the other Algorithms. It can be seen that 1H and 1H-EP perform poorly since at several time steps their estimated paths diverge from the original path of the target.
A comparison of MSE for target locations can be seen in Fig. 8 . Both 1H and 1H-EP have a significantly higher error overall in comparison to the 2H Algorithms. The 2H Algorithm has quite lower MSE in comparison to 2H-EP, which clearly demonstrates the advantage of 2H over the other methods. 
C. Linear sensor networks for nonlinear dynamics
The unscented transformation in subsection III.B can be applied to a target with nonlinear dynamics to have an approximated joint GM distribution (52) for state prediction, which however may not lead to tracking a target's true path. Consider a typical third-order nonlinear autoregressive model described mathematically by [22] , [28] as
with the noise corrupted observations y
where v k ∼ N (., 0, 0.04), n (i) k ∼ N (., 0, 0.1) and g (i) = 1 + 0.11( − 1), = 1, 2, ..., 10. By choosing the state X k = (q k , q k+1 ) T ∈ R 2 , the state dynamic and measurement equations are
The initial state of target is given by
, ρ (1) = 0.75, ρ (2) = 0.8. In this example, using the unscented transformation for updating the joint GM distribution of X k|k and X k+1|k for state prediction will not track the target. Following [28] , we represent
and use the following procedure for updating C 
The trajectory of X k (1) for 50 time steps along with the estimated tracks are shown in Fig. 9 and the MSE is plotted in Fig. 10 . Although it may be difficult to visually compare the trajectories in Fig. 9 , the MSE plot in Fig. 10 clearly shows that the 2H Algorithm outperforms the other Algorithms for the measured state estimation. In most time steps, the optimized 2H power allocation Algorithm offers less MSE compared to 2H equal power allocation, as well as both 1Hbased methods.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper addressed the problem of joint sensor and relay power allocation for locating a stationary Gaussian mixture target or for tracking a dynamic Gaussian mixture target by either linear sensor networks or nonlinear sensor networks. We considered scenarios where the sensors' noisy observations are transmitted to the relay that amplifies and then forwards them 
APPENDIX A: FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX INEQUALITIES FOR GMM
A Gaussian mixture random variable is characterized by a PDF in the form,
This PDF is a weighted sum of L component Gaussian PDFs
X is the statistical mean and C (i) X is the covariance matrix defined by C
. By straightforward calculation, the mean vector and auto-covariance matrix of such a random variable is
The last equality implies
It is worth noticing the following convex matrix equality
which together with (57) gives the following bound
One of the most important features of a Gaussian PDF is its factorized representation (see e.g.
This also means f X|Y (x, y) = N (x, m X|Y , C X|Y ), i.e. the conditional X|Y of two jointly Gaussian RVs X and Y is still jointly Gaussian. Using this we can state the following result (see e.g. [25] ):
Theorem 2: Suppose (X, Y) is a jointly Gaussian mixture RV characterized by (1) . Then
It follows from the above Theorem that
, which is Gaussian mixture in x. The MMSE estimate for X based on the measurement Y = y iŝ
The covariance matrix C mmse (y) of the estimation error is equal to the conditional covariance matrix of C X|Y=y of RV X|Y = y:
On the other hand, by [28, Theorem 1], the LMMSE estimate for X based on observation Y = y iŝ
with MSE covariance
and MSE 2 lmse = Trace(C lmse ) for all y. Here, according to (56), (57) and (60)
for λ i = 1, λ i ≥ 0 the following convex matrix inequality and monotonic matrix inequality hold true:
Particularly,
Proof. Inequality (74) is a direct consequence of [30, Appendix] . For λ i ≡ 1/L, (74) is seen as
which yields (75). Then, for C = C +C withC C C 0 (sõ C C C X −C C C XY (C C C Y ) −1C C C YX 0 by Shur's complement), one has
Therefore,
proving (76). 7 Important matrix inequalities for covariances are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 3: For a jointly GM characterized by equation (1), the following matrix inequalities hold true 
Also, by (60) L i=1 λ i (y)(m X (i) |Y (i) ) 2 (x mmse ) 2 , so (78) is shown as follows:
Finally, (79) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.
To our best knowledge, the matrix inequalities (77)-(79) have not been known in literature. Particularly, (78) implies the main result of [37] : L i=1 λ i Trace(C X (i) |Y (i) ) ≤ E y ( 2 mmse (y)) ≤ 2 lmse , which was proved by many involved calculations. 7 Shur's complement holds forC C C Y 0 with (C C C Y ) −1 replaced by the pseudoinverse ofC C C Y , under which all the derivations are still valid.
APPENDIX B: ONE-HOP COMMUNICATION
In one-hop communication between the sensors and FC, the relay plays the role of the FC, so
with ϕ j (α j , β j ) = h jR α j σ j . Recall that h jR is the channel gain from the sensor j to the FC, and σ jR is the power of the background noise at FC/relay. Consider where (19) , the program (82) is convex, which has been solved in [22] by semi-definite programming (SDP). The complexity of SDP is still high for online applications and more importantly, it is not scalable. We now develop a path-following scalable procedure for the computational solution of (82). Given α α α (κ) feasible to (4), we now process the following successive approximation. Define
where Θ Θ Θ (κ) (j, j) is the j-th diagonal entry of Θ (κ) . Analogously to Theorem 1 we can show that ϕ(α α α) ≤ ϕ (κ) (α α α) := ϕ(α α α (κ) , β β β (κ) ) + Algorithm 2 is a pseudocode for solving (82). The limit point by Algorithm 2 is the global optimal solution of (82) because it satisfies KKT conditions of the convex program (82).
Algorithm 2 Fast iterative procedure for 1H power allocation 1: Initialize κ := 0 and α α α (0) feasible to (4). 2: repeat Generate a feasible solution α α α (κ+1) according to formula (83) . 3: until ϕ(α α α (κ) ) − ϕ(α α α (κ+1) ) ϕ(α α α (κ) ) ≤ (84) for a given tolerance . 4: Extract α α α * = α α α (κ) as the solution of 1H power allocation.
